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About This Content

Extend your experience with the NARUTO TO BORUTO: SHINOBI STRIKER Season Pass! The Season Pass gives you access
to 9 Master Character Training Packs.

SEASON PASS BONUS:
Includes Jiraiya Costume with Shima & Fukasaku Replica.
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Genre: Action
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Soleil Ltd.
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Franchise:
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Release Date: 30 Aug, 2018
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10

Processor: Intel Core i3-8350K

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT 640

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 40 GB available space
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Halloween is my fave, so I figured I would purchase this game. I must say it gave me goose bumps and the dev did a great job
with the element of sunrises with the story. The updates the dev did on the games, made it more user friendly. I definitely
recommend this game to anyone who loves to be scared.. Good stuff.  Problematic . The art style is cute and the stroy is written
well for the most part, with few errors. However it's not paced very well sometimes feeling like it went in circles causing me to get a
bit bored reading this pictacular VN. I honestly only completed it to get the achivements. Yuka has the best written route over with
an interesting twist at the end as many have said. Eri is a fun character and was a welcome addition to the cast. However, the
characters still felt a bit forced at times.

I dunno if it was just a problem with my installation but there was almost no audio lines at all limited instead ot just four words,
3...2...1 and Mizuki. I ended up muting the audio right after the summer break, so I'm not sure if there was anything later on.

I'd give this one a 2.5\/5, nice pick up for the price and supporting english VN development, but over all not anything that'll blow
your mind.. Literally unplayable. Man, I've been looking for a game like this for a long time. This is like that Tanks! game on Wii
Play on steriods. I love that I'm able to customize and upgrade my skills. Also I love opening crates of loot and seeing goodies pop
out! Definatley, definatley worth every penny and then some! Can't wait for this game to be fully complete!

Edit: The game is now out of EA and has added some sweet features since my last edit. I really love how I can send items to my
buddies when I play now!
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Good precision testing game. Cute game, relatively easy (but then I'm only up to the 2nd farm), nice music. It's all point and
click to tend to and harvest your fruit and then drag and drop the fruit to the customers. Bonus points for giving certain
customers certain types of fruit, collect butterflies which also give you bonuses to different stats, find random items in each
farm that give you a bonus as well. Nice, easy way to suddenly lose a couple hours. Overall, I enjoyed my time making a
playthrough of this game. I thought it was quirky and enjoyable... despite the fact that all the creatures look dead inside, and
laugh creepily when you add limbs.
My two creatures; CRET and TED were both failures.
Here's the Video for my Play through if you are interested.. Utterly, absoloutly essential soundtrack. The stuff by Jules in
particular is astounding, especially the Fire-side zone 3 tracks, which sound like the standard DannyB stuff mixed with Dynasty
Warriors.

Trancendant.. one of the best games i have played.very retro and arcadey.pls buy it.it is very worth it.. I know this game is early
access and all but cmon really?, don't rip off goat sim if you can't do it good.
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